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INTRODUCTION 25
Operational modal analysis (OMA) is targeted at identifying modal characteristics from only response 26 measurements of structures under ambient or natural excitation [1] and has many applications such as 27 for structural identification, vibration-based health monitoring and damage detection, etc. 28 Their applications are limited to certain situations (e.g. ambient and free vibration signals) due to the responses regarded as virtual sources, the mixing matrix is mapped directly to structural vibration 48 modes [14] . BSS is classified into two types, overdetermined and undetermined cases depending on the 49 provided measurement channels compared to the number of active modes. Underdetermined BSS is 50 suitable for civil applications with limited sensors available and has been addressed by different 51 methods such as sparse component analysis (SCA) and tensor decomposition. 52
The SCA makes use of sparseness in the transformed domain i.e. the time-frequency (TF) domain for 53 decomposition. The sources are assumed to be sparsely represented after the TF transform e.g. short-54 time Fourier transform (STFT) [ [20] ) on scatter plots of measurement signals in the transformed domain. Given the mixing 58 matrix, source signals can be reconstructed based on the source sparsity using 1 l norm minimisation [16] 59 [20] , smoothed zero-norm algorithm [15] or subspace-based algorithm (by identifying active sources at 60 TF points and estimating the energy each of these sources contributes) [19] . With the source signals (or 61 modal responses) available, modal frequencies and damping ratios can be estimated using either single-62 mode curve fitting in frequency domain or logarithmic decrement method in time domain. The SCA 63 has been implemented for OMA on a cantilever beam structure [16], a laboratory tower structure under 64 narrow-band excitations [18] and a column structure in temperature-varying environment [17] with the 65 working performance evaluated against identification using SSI [16] . 66
Tensor decomposition method is an alternative for the underdetermined BSS based on the assumption 67 that source signals are uncorrelated among different channels but correlated individually in time [21] . 68
The main idea is to decompose the third-order tensor representation (i.e. spatial covariance matrices of 69 observation signals for different time lags) into a linear combination of a minimal number of rank-1 70 terms by means of an alternating least squares algorithm. The derived mixing matrix and auto-covariance of modal responses can be used for modal parameter estimation. The method has been 72 validated at being effective when analysing ambient vibration signals [22] , earthquake responses [23] 73 as well as human-induced vibrations [24] [25] . 74
Although there are already a few studies implementing the underdetermined BSS for OMA, most of 75 these are numerical and laboratory studies, while field tests are rare except on two footbridges [25, 26] , 76 one tower structure [27] and two buildings [28, 29] . There is no further study to investigate whether the 77 underdetermined BSS method is capable of offering an effective alternative to classic OMA methods 78 on field testing data, especially non-stationary vibration signals. 79
In this study, an enhanced method based on the SCA is proposed for OMA suitable for field applications. 80
In this method, a novel procedure of the two-step clustering is involved to ensure an automatic and 81 robust estimation of mode shapes that is the basis for the accurate estimation of modal parameters. 82
The proposed method is validated on two full-scale in-operation bridges in both ambient and non-83 stationary vibrations (i.e. due to heavy truck loads or passing pedestrians). Wired and wireless 84 accelerometer sensors with different accuracy levels were used for data acquisition to test the sensitivity 85 of the proposed method to noise level. Closely-spaced and low-energy modes that are common for 86 footbridges are considered based on the recorded data. The working performance of the proposed 87 method is evaluated by comparing with the classic OMA methods i.e. NExT/ERA and SSI. 88
To that end, section 2 introduces the main methodologies of the proposed OMA method based on the 89 SCA and improvements, mainly in the clustering step, to ensure a robust estimation of mode shapes. 90
Section 3 describes a validation study on ambient vibrations of a short-span road bridge and evaluates 91 the performance through comparing the results with those using the NExT/ERA algorithm. Section 4 92 describes a load test on the same bridge and investigates the feasibility of the proposed method on non-93 stationary signals. Section 5 analyses non-stationary vibration data from a footbridge under pedestrian 94 excitation and validates the effectiveness of the proposed method for vibration signals under narrow-95 band excitation and for extracting closely-spaced modes. 96
ENHANCED SPARSE COMPONENT ANALYSIS FOR OMA 97
The BSS is a powerful tool for separating mixed signals when the sources and the mixing methodology 98 are unknown. The simple form of BSS in the noiseless case is to determine a mixing matrix A (using 99 statistical and data structure information [30]) and to recover the M-component source data s from 100 their linear mixture in the N-component observational data X , expressed as 101 
identifying modal parameters from the recovered single-mode response signals ( ) q t .
108
The case of underdetermined BSS, where the number of active modes is larger than the number of 109 measurement channels (M>N), is common for civil applications. To solve the underdetermined BSS 110 problem, the SCA provides a simple framework based on source sparseness [31] . The main algorithms 111 and procedures of the SCA are presented in section 2.1; and an enhanced SCA targeted for OMA in 112 civil applications is described in section 2.2. 113
Sparse component analysis for OMA 114
SCA is a relatively simple tool for separating a number of sources from observed mixtures, primarily 115 for underdetermined cases. The underlying assumption is data sparsity, e.g. at each point t, a single 116 source is significantly more active than others [31] . In a scatter plot of observational data mixtures, the 117 collection of points dominated by the same source signal forms into one straight line passing the origin 118 and could be separated as one cluster with the line direction representing the mixing vector. 119
The original form of data mixture generally does not fit the assumption about sparsity. Figure 1 
Enhanced sparse component analysis 160
Accurate estimates of mode shapes in the second step are critical for the robustness of source separation 161 that has direct influence on the accuracy of identified modal parameters. The existing problem in the 162 SCA method for OMA is that some mode shapes of a structural system estimated based on limited 163 sensors are of high similarity and might be incorrectly assigned to one cluster, contributing together for 164 the estimation of a single mode shape. For example, torsion modes could not be distinguished from 165 bending modes by the SCA method when sensors for data collection are located on one longitudinal 166 side of a bridge structure. 167
Compared with existing work [15-20] implementing the SCA method for OMA, the proposed method 168 in this study made improvement to the second step, mode shape estimation. To overcome the ambiguity 169 of mode shape representation using limited sensors, a novel two-step clustering procedure is shown in 170 ) and the imaginary parts 174
Instead of clustering TF coefficients directly for mode shape estimation, a frequency-clustering step is 177 added to avoid any ambiguity of mode shape representation. The stored frequency values of these 178 identified SSPs are analysed first using hierarchical clustering, leading to a few groups of SSPs with 179 different frequency ranges. Since similar modes based on limited sensors usually have apparent 180 deviations in modal frequency values, the purpose of this step is to separate them into different groups 181 before clustering TF coefficients. Note that this step is not aimed at modal frequency estimation and 182 also it is acceptable to include several closely-spaced modes into one group. 183
For each group of SSPs, the normalised TF coefficients are clustered to identify mode shape candidates 184 which are real-valued. Implementation of some clustering methods used in literature like K-means and 185 Fuzzy C-Means requires prior specification of the number of clusters. This is problematic as the existing 186 mode number in measurement signals is unknown before the analysis. Another problem in these 187 methods is the sensitivity to the initialisation and that poor choices of initialised cluster centroids can Figure 5 shows the estimated sources and the corresponding auto-spectral 237 densities (ASD), indicating that the five sources are clearly identified using three-channel measurement. 238 Figure 5 Five source signals recovered from three-channel measurement using the enhanced SCA method (the left 240 column) and the corresponding auto-spectral densities (the right column).
241
TF transform representation is the necessary step in the SCA method for data sparsity. The simplest TF 242 transform (i.e. STFT) is demonstrated to be effective in this numerical example and will be used with 243 field data as described in sections 3 to 5, although there are other feasible alternatives e.g. wavelet 244 packet transform [18] and quadratic TF transform [19] . 245
Application to field test data collected from two bridges is described next. In section 3, the enhanced 246 SCA method is firstly validated for OMA of a short-span road bridge using data collected by wired and 247 wireless accelerometer sensors. The feasibility of the proposed method for analysing non-stationary 248 vibration data is investigated in section 4 using the data from the same bridge under a heavy truck 249 passage, while section 5 employing human-induced vibration data from a footbridge. 250
FIELD TEST ON A ROAD BRIDGE DURING NORMAL OPERATION 251
This section reports the validation study of the enhanced SCA method for OMA on a short-span road 252 bridge. The extracted modal parameters using the new method are evaluated through comparison with chosen as the reference due to its long experience of use and availability in a custom software [39] . 255 Essentially, section 3.1 introduces the test configuration on the bridge and demonstrates the 256 measurement results. Modal analysis results using enhanced SCA are described in section 3.2 for mode 257 shape estimation and in section 3.3 for modal parameter extraction. 258
Test configuration and measurement results 259
Station Road Bridge in Figure 6 The QA-750 accelerometers are DC-response devices with a resolution better than 1 μg and sensor 264 noise floor better than 7 μg / Hz in 0-10 Hz band from manufacture data. The IMU Opal sensor 265 includes a tri-axial accelerometer with the resolution of 240 μg and 730 μg for the sensing ranges of ±2 266 g and ±6 g, respectively and noise floor one or two orders of magnitude inferior to the QAs. 267
Sensors were arranged in six test points on the bridge, ¼ points (TP1 and TP4), mid-span (TP2 and TP5) 268 and ¾ points (TP3 and TP6) of north and south sides, as indicated in Figure 6 
314
For each cluster, the centroid of normalised TF coefficients represents directly one mode shape vector 315 at test points. Mode shape vectors in two runs of QA measurement were merged based on the two 316 reference test points with the results shown in the left column of Figure 9 . In the figure, the red lines 317 with circular markers and the black lines with 'x' shaped markers represent the mode shape ordinate of 318 the two longitudinal sides of the bridge in the north and south, respectively. Subplots (b) and (e) indicate 319 the first two torsion modes of the bridge while the other three are bending modes. reference to evaluate the estimation accuracy of the enhanced SCA method. For QA data, all the 322 extracted five modes indicate high similarity with the reference and the modal assurance criteria (MAC) 323 reach over 99.96%. In Run 1, four QA sensors were located at the three test points (i.e. ¼, ½ and ¾ 324 span) in the north side, and the ½ span point in south. Based on four channel measurement, mode shape 325 vectors of the third bending and first torsion modes (Figure 9 (c) and (e)) are of high similarity and might 326 be judged as one mode using traditional SCA method. The enhanced SCA method employs a two-step 327 clustering procedure for automatic classification without any signal pre-processing and captures all the 328 modes of interest accurately. It indicates that the proposed method is effective for the underdetermined 329 case using limited sensors. 330
The mode shapes extracted from Opal IMU data are indicated in the right column of Figure 9 The modal frequencies were estimated by the peak-picking method from the auto-spectral densities of 355 the filtered modal responses. The damping ratios were derived from the free decay parts using the 356 logarithmic decrement method and the fitted envelopes are indicated as red lines in modal response 357 plots. The estimation results of modal parameters are given in Table 1 
Extraction of modal parameters

compared with those by the 358
NExT/ERA method in [40] . The frequency estimates match very well with difference within 0.3%. 359
Although the estimated damping ratios are much smaller than the values by the NExT/ERA method, 360 the estimates from free-decay signals in this study could be reliable since the fitted envelops of damped 361 vibration curves in Figure 10 proposed method is applied to modal identification of truck-induced non-stationary vibration data for 373 the same bridge in section 4 and then for pedestrian-induced vibration data of a footbridge in section 5. 374
FIELD TEST ON A ROAD BRIDGE DURING HEAVY TRUCK PASSAGE 375
Some of the classic OMA methods like the NExT and SSI impose the assumption of stationary 376 excitation process and thus are challenging for analysing non-stationary signals such as truck-induced 377 and human-induced vibrations. The SCA-based method is feasible in this case because the underlying 378 assumption for the SCA is essentially geometrical about the sparsity of sources [31] . 379
In this section, the enhanced SCA method is implemented for the modal identification of non-stationary 380 signals recorded on a road bridge (the same bridge as in section 3) under heavy truck passages. Section 381 4.1 introduces the test configuration on the bridge and demonstrates the measurement results while 382 section 4.2 presents the estimated results of mode shapes using the enhanced SCA method. The step of 383 modal parameter estimation is not presented in this section as it is very similar to the content in section 384 3.3. 385
Test configuration and measurement results 386
The truck used in the test had a total weight of 32 t with four axles shown in Figure 11 Mode shapes of the bridge were estimated following the procedures of the enhanced SCA method in 414 section 2.2. The TF transform applied to vibration data is STFT using Hamming windows with the 415 window length 5760 and the hop size 2. The threshold angle   for SSP detection was taken as 2 416 degrees, same as in section 3.2. 417 Table 2 provides the estimation results of modal frequencies and also the MAC values compared with 418 the references that are mode shapes estimated in section 3 using QA data. 419  For the first bending mode initially at 3.09 Hz, three mode shapes in Run 1 at 2.11 Hz, 2.57 Hz and 420 3.09 Hz are observed reaching high MAC values (>99.5%) compared with the reference. In Run 2, 421 four modes at 2.29 Hz, 2.59 Hz, 3.08 Hz and 3.27 Hz are identified with similar mode shapes as 422 the reference. Initially the appearance of multiple frequencies that have the same apparent mode 423 shape is surprising. However, it is to do with the fact that when the truck is on the bridge, the 424 frequencies of this coupled system consisting of the vehicle and the bridge can vary with truck 425 position, resulting in a non-stationary vibration signal. This phenomena is not the focus of this paper 426 so is not discussed further here, but has been reported in detail in [41] . 427  For the first torsion mode initially at 4.94 Hz, the mode shape estimates at 4.53 Hz from the data in 428 Run 1 has the MAC of 95.87%. In Run 2, two modes at 4.16 Hz and 4.81 Hz are identified with the 429 MAC values of 99.19% and 99.97%, respectively. These modes are demonstrated in Figure 13 . In 430 Run 1 when the truck passed from the west to the east using the north lane of the carriageway, the 431 modal displacement in the north side (TP1~3) apparently decreased while that for TP5 in the south 432 side increased slightly. Mode shape changes in Run 2 are less obvious. 433  The information of the other three modes lower than 15 Hz is given in Table 2 . The 3 rd bending 434 mode is missed when analysing the vibration data in Run 2. The MAC values between the identified 435 mode shapes and the reference are higher than 98.8%. 436 
446
Analysis results indicate that the enhanced SCA method is capable of analysing non-stationary vibration 447 signals, i.e. identifying accurately bridge mode shapes and capturing additional modes due to changes of system properties. The procedures are intended to identify such changes while their interpretation 449 requires structural engineering expertise supported by numerical modelling and further investigations. 450
FIELD TEST ON A FOOTBRIDGE 451
In this section, the enhanced SCA method is implemented for modal identification of vibration signals 452 recorded on a cable-stayed footbridge. There are some challenges of implementing classical OMA 453 methods e.g. NExT/ERA and SSI to capture modal information completely for this bridge as it has 454 several closely-spaced modes and experiences high energy only in frequency components close to 455 pedestrian pacing rates. Section 5.1 introduces the bridge and the test configuration and then 456 demonstrates the measurement results, while section 5.2 and 5.3 presents the estimated results of mode 457 shapes and modal frequencies using the enhanced SCA method. 458
Test configuration and measurement results 459
Baker Bridge, shown in Figure 14 
Estimation of mode shapes by enhanced SCA method 484
Following the two-step clustering described in section 2.2, mode shapes and frequencies were extracted 485 from each cluster centroid of normalised TF coefficients. The threshold angle   for SSP detection 486 was taken as 5 degrees, same as for Opal measurement in section 3.2. 487 Figure 16 demonstrates the first six mode shapes estimated by the enhanced SCA method together with 488 the reference that is derived from the previous ambient modal test [42] using NExT/ERA procedures. 489
In this ambient modal test, six wireless accelerometer sensors were used to record bridge vibrations. 490
Two sensors were kept at the same points as the reference while the other four were 'roved' over the 491 remaining 30 test points (covering bridge two sides) in several recordings. Mode shape and modal 492 frequency information for the first six modes have been demonstrated in [42] and now are re-interpreted 493 here as the reference: Solid and dashed curves correspond to modal shape ordinate of the west and east 494 sides of the bridge. 495
The dot markers denote the modal shape ordinate at D1~D4 on the west side of the bridge estimated by 496 the enhanced SCA method using Opal IMU data. The first five mode shape estimates using the enhanced 497 SCA method match well with the reference with the MAC values over 99.5% while the MAC value for 498 the six mode is slightly lower (98.19%). 499
In this example, mode shape vectors for the third and fourth bending modes (Figure 16(c) and (d) ) are 500 of high similarity based on the four channel measurement (D1-4) and should be challenging to be distinguished via traditional SCA method. The demonstration example validated again the feasibility of 502 the enhanced SCA method for the underdetermined case using limited sensors. 503 504 Figure 16 Estimated mode shapes by the enhanced SCA method together with reference mode shapes of the bridge: 505 solid and dashed curves denote the reference mode shape ordinate from a previous modal test using the 506 NExT/ERA method [42] in the west and east sides of the bridge, respectively; and dot markers denote the modal 507 shape ordinate estimated by the enhanced SCA method using acceleration data (in Figure 15 
Extraction of modal parameters 512
Based on vibration signals involving some periods with a crowd of pedestrians shown in Figure 14(b) , 513 the mode shape estimates in Figure 16 still have good match with the results in a previous ambient 514 modal test. This indicates that the non-stationary feature of human-induced vibrations in this study is 515 not apparently reflected in mode shape changes.
with the duration of two minutes were truncated for modal parameter estimation when the bridge was 518 occupied by a few pedestrians and a crowd, respectively. The raw acceleration measurement at D4 519 during these two selected periods is shown in Figure 17 The first, second and fourth modal responses involve considerable energy in the frequency components 537 between 1.8 Hz and 2.1 Hz that are probably due to the excitations of walking pedestrians. 538
The modal frequencies were extracted from the auto-spectral density plots by the peak-picking method. 539
As a comparison, the acceleration signals were also analysed directly by the covariance-driven SSI method for modal frequency estimation. The variables were set as 180 points in the covariance function 541 and maximum order of 80 poles. Table 3 provides modal frequency estimates by the two methods as  542 well as a reference from the previous ambient modal test [42] using NExT/ERA method. Observations 543
in Table 3 show that, 544  The enhanced SCA method identifies all the first six modes lower than 3.5 Hz from vibration data 545 in either quiet or busy periods. The SSI method fails to capture some modes (e.g. 0.94 Hz and 3.09 546 Hz) even when weighting algorithms (e.g. Canonical Variate Analysis, Principal Components or 547 Unweighted Principal Components) are considered for performance improvement. It is possibly 548 due to the low-energy in the adjacent frequency ranges as shown in Figure 17 Table 3 Estimated modal frequencies of Baker Bridge: the 2 nd column denotes modal frequencies estimated in a 565 previous ambient modal test [42] by NExT/ERA method; the 3 rd to 4 th columns represent the modal frequencies 566 estimated from acceleration data in the first time interval by the enhanced SCA and SSI methods; and the 5 th to 567 6 th columns represent the modal frequencies estimated from acceleration data in the second time interval by the 568 enhanced SCA and SSI methods. Results indicate the enhanced SCA method provides accurate estimates of mode shapes and frequencies 571 for human-induced vibrations and is capable to capture low-energy modes that is infeasible by SSI 572 method. The non-stationary characteristics are reflected in the reconstructed modal responses with time-573 varying modal frequencies and possibly including the components of pedestrian excitations. 574
CONCLUSIONS 575
This study proposes an enhanced SCA method for structural modal identification. Through direct 576 application to field test data, the method is validated to be capable of providing comparative results 577 about modal parameters from ambient vibration data as the classic OMA method NExT/ERA. 578
Compared with traditional SCA method, the proposed method has the advantage of accurately 579 identifying highly similar modes that is beneficial for structural modal testing using limited sensors. 580
The enhanced SCA method has no assumption regarding the nature of excitation forces and is validated 581 to be effective for analysing non-stationary signals including vehicle-induced and human-induced 582 vibrations. For vehicle-induced vibrations, small changes in mode shapes and modal frequencies due to 583 the time-varying feature can be captured. For human-induced vibrations, the mode shape changes are 584 negligible in this study while the recovered modal response signals are non-stationary, reflecting small 585 changes of modal frequencies as well as the components of pedestrian excitations. The proposed method 586 could identify easily the low-energy and closely-spaced modes, indicating better performance than the 587 SSI method. 588
Compared with other OMA methods, the enhanced SCA method in this study has less dependence on 589 parameter selection and potentially fits the requirements of automatic modal identification on field test 590 data. 591
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